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VersaWine
THE MOST VERSATILE 
MERCHANDISING SOLUTION  
ON THE MARKET
VersaWine is the ultimate gravity shelving system on the 
market. Its unique versatility allows merchandisers to 
face a variety of products on a single shelf. Utilizing our 
proprietary glide sheet and adjustable patented dividers 
ensures continuous facings and increased sales.

VersaWineSLIDE + VersaWineRoll
Superior product presentation 
Dividers adjust in ¹∕₈" increments providing a  
more dynamic product mix and additional facings.

Minimize clean up time 
Removable roller mats or glide sheets 
allow for easy cleaning.

Vertical adjustability 
Low-profile glides and 1" upright keyholes  
allows shelf spacing to be adjusted to  
incorporate a wide array of products.
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Shelf topper

Custom colors

Price tag molding

Price tag molding color

Tall front product stop

Custom width shelves

Custom depth shelves

Custom height uprights

Roller

Available by PMS color

Front with clear splash cover 

Black

Clear 6" Plexiglass with 60° bend

Available   

Available

Available

Options

Upright posts

Upright post heights

Shelf depth

Shelf width

Shelf colors

Shelf topper

Shelf topper color 

Lane dividers

Lane divider colors

Front product stop

Side product stop 

Side product stop color 

Rear product stop

Price tag molding

Black

54", 85", 91"

24", 27", 36", 48"

24", 36", 48"

Black

Glide

Black

3" tall

Black

Clear 3½" Plexiglass with 60° bend

3" tall

Black

Built into shelf

Black

Specifications

Automatic facing eliminates 
the need to front face and 
decreases labor costs.



Increase revenue, decrease labor, and 
enhance the customer experience 
with gravity flow shelving.

Going to a gravity flow wine display  
will lead to increased sales.

CONTINUOUS GRAVITY FLOW 
INNOVATION IS WHAT B-O-F  
IS ALL ABOUT  
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Contact us to learn more.

Let us develop a solution to handle 
your unique merchandising or 
material handling challenge today.

Phone:  +1 800 323 2517

Fax:  +1 630 585 0450
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